
Labeling Systems

ACCESSORIES: Ribbons and Labels: Ribbon in stock for most APPI
printers in addition to Zebra, including Datamax, TEC, APS,
Comstar,Geo and more. Barcode Verifiers: Choose from pen-style or
portable desktop verifiers.

Ti-1000Z ROLL-A-PRINT “FAST” PRINTER: The Ti-1000Z is the
“Speedy Gonzalez” of printers.Using Zebra print technology and Ad-
vanced Poly-Packaging feeding and registration technology, the newest
and fastest of the company’s Roll-a-Print series can print up to 80 bags

per minute. Bags feed continuously
through the print head at 10”/sec.

FEATURES: Perforation or photo
optic registration system for pre-
cise thermal print registration. 203,
300 or 600 dpi print resolution
available. 4”, 5” or 8” wide print
heads available. Film accumulator
for continuous feeding and tension

control. Full color touch screen with alarm outputs.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-754-4403 or email
sales@advancedpoly.com.

§ Kirk-Rudy, Inc.
CATEGORY: Labeling Systems

PRODUCT: KR215, KR535, KR565

COMPANY: Kirk-Rudy, Inc., 125 Lorraine Parkway, Woodstock, GA
30188. Key Contact: sales@kirkrudy.com. Phone: 770-427-4203.

KR215 LABELING SYSTEM: The
KR 215 applies computer form,
pre-printed address labels. Forms are
loaded into the label head, slit, cut and
glued onto the mail piece. The KR 215
is a good choice form mailers that ad-
dress a wide variety of paper products.
Use the KR 215 on jobs not suited for
inkjet addressing such as magazines,
polywrapped items, and newspapers.

KR535 LABELER/TABBER: Use
the KR 535 to apply coiled pres-
sure-sensitive labels as well as other
labels of various size and shape onto a
wide assortment of products. Industry
standard motors and controls ensure
fast and accurate placement while also
making it economical to maintain. Ap-
plies up to 2 labels in a single pass.
Also runs fan-folded labels using the
optional fanfold kit. Productive, reli-
able and simple to operate, the KR 535
is designed for versatility and to per-
form with less operator training and
setup time.

KR565 LABEL SPLICING UNIT:
Designed to provide nonstop, uninter-
rupted labeling when used with the
KR Tabbers. The continuous feed dual unwind acts as a stand-alone stan-
dard loose-loop powered unwind unit. When the supply roll unwinds to a
certain level, a sensor activates a warning light and signals the drive to
feed the remaining labels into a holding bin. The second roll of labels is
then spliced to the end of the web as the labels in the bin are consumed.

CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email
sales@kirkrudy.com.

§ Postmatic, Inc.
CATEGORY: Labeling Systems

PRODUCT: Envelope Flap Sealer

COMPANY: Postmatic, Inc., 9405 Holly St., N.W., Minneapolis,MN
55433-5974. Key Contact: John Talbot. Phone: 888-784-6046.

See Postmatic’s listing in the Envelope Feeder/Sealer section.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-784-6046 or email
info@postmatic.net.
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§ Bell and Howell
CATEGORY: Labeling Systems

PRODUCT: ParcelMgr, Raptor Series Print & Apply Systems

COMPANY: Bell and Howell, 3791 S. Alston Avenue, Durham, NC
27713. Phone: 800-220-3030.

PARCELMGR: The Bell and Howell ParcelMgr system automates the
processing of parcels/cartons and reduces the need for costly and er-
ror-prone manual labor. The ParcelMgr system uses patented Bell and
Howell technology, together with components from logistics industry
leaders to provide a best-in-class solution for increased efficiency and
productivity. With ParcelMgr users can lower their operating costs, in-
crease accuracy and efficiency, and speed response times. ParcelMgr
software and system controls interface with various host systems and
third-party components. ParcelMgr options include ergonomically de-
signed product induction (for non-integrated systems); product gapping;
product ID systems (barcode and OCR); dimensioning; in-motion weigh-
ing; and more.

RAPTOR SERIES HIGH-PERFORMANCE PRINT-AND-APPLY:
The Raptor series from Bell and Howell sets a new performance standard

for variable package height print-
and-apply labeling systems. The
system’s high throughput and easy
label roll changeover can reduce the
number of labelers needed and in-
crease the performance of a produc-
tion line currently limited by tradi-
tional labelers. With Indus-
try-leading throughput, the system
is capable of applying a 6” label to
cartons that vary 36” in height at a
rate of up to 70 packages per minute.
And by using Liner-free label tech-
nology, it delivers 80 percent more
labels per roll compared to tradi-
tional labelers, minimizing roll
changeover and reducing waste.

OFFICIAL MAIL GUIDE / SPRING 2016 EDITION

Among many serviceability features, it’s modular components are re-
placeable in minutes, and label supply rolls can be changed in under one
minute, expediting maintenance and reducing downtime.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-220-3030 or click
BellHowell.net
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